The concept of construct-focused configural invariance is proposed for investigating the measurement invariance of measures that need to be represented by means of a multi-dimensional model with constrained discriminability. The major characteristic of this concept is the concentration of the investigation of invariance on the component representing the process or processes associated with the construct of interest. This concept enables the exclusion of other components accounting for irrelevant but systematic variance from an investigation. Three large sets of Exchange Test data that differed according to the applied version of the Exchange Test and the population from which the samples originated were investigated according to this concept. Two samples were university students and the third one internet users. It was possible to establish construct-focused configural invariance and corresponding metric invariance for Exchange Test.
Introduction
The concept of measurement invariance has been proposed and applied with the congeneric model of measurement in mind. This paper seeks to transfer this concept to complex models of measurement with constrained discriminability. Complex models of measurement tend to consider several sources of systematic variance and covariance besides the source associated with the construct which the measure is expected to represent. It is argued that the demonstration of construct-focused invariance may be sufficient for the generalization of structural validity. This type of invariance is demonstrated with respect to a cognitive test that has already been investigated by means of complex models of measurement with constrained discriminability in three large datasets.
Psychological measures representing psychological constructs are usually expected to apply to all members of the population equally well. However, the investigation of the psychometric properties of such measures is usually conducted on the basis of a restricted sample only, and the representativeness of the sample is rarely considered in the investigation. Therefore, the range of the applicability of such measures has always been and is the object of scrutiny and concerns (Widaman & Reise, 1997) . It is well-known that there may be differences regarding gender, age or cultural background that may disadvantage the members of one group as compared to the members of other groups (French & Finch, 2016) . Such differences are considered as differential item functioning in the framework of item response theory (Karami, 2012; Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990) and as lack of measurement invariance in the framework of the factor-analytic approach (Meredith, 1993) . Nowadays the demonstration of the absence of differential item functioning or alternatively of measurement invariance is considered highly desirable.
The invariance analysis that is in the focus of this paper serves the comparison of parameter estimates obtained from different samples or different groups by means of factor-analytic methods. It provides the opportunity to detect variation in the functioning of the measure or of items that are part of a measure (for an overview see Schmitt & Kuljanin, 2008; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000) . The investigation of invariance is mostly conducted in a step-wise manner including the analysis of configural invariance, invariance of factor loadings that is also addressed as metric invariance, invariance of measurement intercepts that is also referred to as scalar invariance, invariance of error variances and partial invariance (Thompson, 2016) . Configural invariance and metric invariance are especially important regarding the validity of a measure since they are concerning the representation of the construct by the measure. Configural invariance means that the pattern of factor loadings is retained unchanged in the investigated samples or groups and metric invariance the sizes of the factor loadings.
Invariance analysis is mostly conducted in assuming a unidimensional model of measurement that shows the characteristics of the congeneric model of measurement (Jöreskog, 1971) . Within the framework of this model the observations included in the p×1 vector x [=(x 1 ,…, x p )'] are described as follows
where λ is the p×1 vector of factor loadings, ξ [=(ξ 11 )ꞌ] is the 1×1 vector of latent variables, and
vectors of error components. Furthermore, there is the multi-dimensional version of this model of measurement that is occasionally considered:
(2) It differs from the unidimensional version in that λ is replaced by the p×q matrix of factor loadings Λ and in that the 1×1 vector ξ of latent variables is extended to a q×1 vector. A major characteristic of this multi-dimensional version is that there are no cross-loadings although the latent variables may be allowed to correlate with each other. This means that the product of every pair of vectors λ i and λ j (i≠j) from the set of factor loading vectors {λ 1 , …, λq} that constitute Λ amounts to zero:
However, the unidimensional representation of measures by means of vectors showing no cross-loadings presupposes specific properties: the items constituting a measure must show either a very high degree of purity regarding the representation of the construct or a high degree of variety so that the effects of auxiliary processes contributing to performance besides the main processes are negligible or averaged out. If there is a high degree of similarity among the items or trials serving as items instead of variety and various processes contribute to performance, a unidimensional representation cannot be good. Such similarity can be found in many cognitive measures capturing basic cognitive processes. Because of the similarity of items or trials performance is likely to reflect contributions of auxiliary processes besides the process or processes of interest. For example, according to Jensen (1982) four different processes contribute to the choice reaction time considered as indicator of mental speed; among them are motor processes that are not indicative of mental speed. Cognitive measures have repeatedly been denounced to show such kind of impurity (Miyake et al., 2000 , Schweizer, 2007 Van Zomeren & Brouwer, 1994) . Impurity can be due to similarity among the items or trials or due to the participants' using different strategies in completing the items of the measure. There are reports of participants deviating from the expected processing strategy and this way changing the nature a measure (e.g., Patensko & Altman, 2010; Salnaitis, Baker, Holland, & Welsh, 2011) . Impure measures lead to systematic variance that is irrelevant variance besides true variance. Such measures may show a high degree of reliability whereas the validity is likely to be low.
One way of dealing with such impurity is to represent it as part of a multi-dimensional model that separates impurity from the contribution of the cognitive process or processes of interest (Schweizer, 2007) . In this case cross-loadings must be accepted. As a consequence Equation 3 cannot be retained. Furthermore, constrained factor loadings have to replace free factor loadings to assure that the observed variances and covariances are decomposed according to expectations that may reflect characteristics of items or treatment levels. The basic version of the impurity model assumes two latent variables for representing the core processes (=process or processes associated with the construct of interest) and the auxiliary processes that are typically assumed to contribute to each item equally. Accordingly the p×2 matrix of factor loadings Λ of an impurity model comprises 1s in the first column whereas constants reflecting the expectations regarding each item i (i=1, …, p) provide the contents of the second column. Since the use of letter "e" as symbol for this constant may be misleading, the word expectation is used: 
The constraint of factor loadings means the constraint of the discriminability of items or trials serving as observed variables of the model of measurement (Lucke, 2005) . In assessment constraints also characterize the Rasch model (1960) , the corresponding one-parameter item response model (Birnbaum, 1968) , the linear logistic test model (Scheiblechner, 1972) and the tau-equivalent model (Graham, 2006; Lord & Novick, 1968; Schweizer, 2012) . The constraint of factor loadings does not impair model fit in confirmatory factor analysis if the model is correct with respect to the data (Schweizer, Ren, Wang, & Zeller, 2015) .
However, because of the constraints the matrix of factor loadings cannot play the major role in the invariance analysis of a measure, which it would play otherwise. In order to point out this argument in more detail and to develop an alternative, the model of the covariance matrix needs to be introduced. The model of the covariance matrix (Jöreskog, 1970) in confirmatory factor analysis is a general framework, according to which the pxp covariance matrix Σ is structured as follows:
where Λ is the pxq matrix of factor loadings, Φ is the qxq matrix of the variances and covariances of the q latent variables and Θ is the pxp diagonal matrix of error variances. The specification as impurity model requires the integration of the matrix of factor loadings according to Equation 4 into the model according to Equation 5:
In order to assure that the product of the matrix of factor loadings and the matrix of the variances and covariances of the q latent variables accounts for the systematic variance of the data, the parameters of Φ need to be estimated. Since systematic variance and covariance cannot be at the same time pure and impure variance, overlap is excluded by setting the off-diagonal elements equal to zero so that
Estimates of the diagonal elements of this matrix, that are larger or smaller than one, lead after standardization to deviations of the factor loadings from the numbers assigned as constraints. Invariance analysis of measures represented by the impurity model must concentrate on this matrix instead on the matrix of factor loadings.
In the following section configural invariance and metric invariance are discussed with respect to models with free and constraint factor loadings. Furthermore, the concept of construct-focused configural invariance is introduced.
Measurement Invariance

Configural Invariance
Configural invariance means that the indicators originating from the same measure and serving as the manifest variables of the confirmatory factor model have factor loadings on the same latent variable in the application to the n datasets included in X (={X 1 , …, X n }) (Thompson, 2016) . For this purpose the confirmatory factor model is specified as multiple group model, and multiple group analysis is conducted. The datasets may originate from different samples of the same population or of different groups, as for example gender groups, age groups or ethnic groups. A good model fit suggests invariance with respect to the considered population or groups.
The investigation of configural invariance requires that the same pattern of fixed and free factor loadings of the pxq matrix Λ is used for investigating each dataset. If there is only one measure without subscales, Λ reduces to the px1 vector λ with free factor loadings referred to as λ free . If there are subscales, Λ must be specified by fixing some elements to zero in such a way that there are no cross-loadings. The corresponding matrix of factor loadings is characterized as Λ freefixed . Configural invariance required that the fit results observed in multiple group analysis of X (={X 1 , …, X n }) by means of the fit functions of the fit indices with lower and upper boundaries, f l-fit and f u-fit , are smaller respectively larger than the cut-offs that mark the boundaries of the ranges of acceptable values:
Equations 8 and some of the following Equations are written in using the notation of conditional probabilities since there are important dependencies on conditions and the outcomes of the considered indices vary between zero and one exactly or to a large extent.
In multi-dimensional models with constrained factor loadings, as for example the impurity model, all elements of the pxq matrix Λ are set equal to numbers based on expectations regarding the underlying processes. The adaptation of the model to data is achieved by estimating the variances and covariances included in the qxq matrix Φ; in most cases only the variances are estimated since a major aim is the separation of variance due to the process or processes of interest from other processes. Therefore, the further reasoning concentrates on diag(Φ) while there is fixation of the elements of Λ that is now identified as Λ fixed . Accordingly, in multi-dimensional models with constrained factor loadings configural invariance means that ( 
Construct-focused Configural Invariance
Since the main purpose of the construction of a measure is the achievement of a valid representation of the process or processes associated with the construct of interest, the focus must be on the process or processes of interests. However, there may be other processes that contribute to performance and, therefore, need to be represented in a multi-dimensional model of the measure in order to account for the whole systematic variance of the data appropriately, as is the case in the impurity model. In order to adapt the concept of measurement invariance to this specificity of multi-dimensional models with constrained factor loadings, another variant is proposed: construct-focused configural invariance. Construct-focused configural invariance denotes the configural invariance restricted to the core component that reflects the process or processes associated with the construct of interest.
Construct-focused configural invariance concentrates on the column of Λ fixed that refers to the process or processes associated with the construct of interests. It is represented by a px1 vector λ and identified as λ construct_fixed , and it requires the concentration on the corresponding part of the qxq matrix Φ free that is the parameter φ construct_free . Construct-focused configural invariance with respect to the data of X (={X 1 , …, X n }) requires that 
The consideration of the concept of construct-focused configural invariance in combination with the impurity model enables the exclusion of changes regarding the auxiliary processes from influencing the outcome.
Metric Invariance
Metric invariance is given if the sizes of the factor loadings are the same in all samples or groups that are investigated (Thompson, 2016) . It presupposes configural invariance and assures that the process or processes associated with the construct of interests are represented in exactly the same way in all samples or groups. It guarantees that the meaning of a theoretical concept is the same in different samples or groups. Lack of metric invariance indicates an implicit change of the representation with consequences for the meaning of the construct.
Metric invariance is usually investigated by comparing the chi-square result obtained in investigating configural invariance with the chi-square result achieved after constraining the free factor loadings of Λ freefixed in such a way that they show the same size for all samples or groups. This means a modification of the multiple group model such that Λ freefixed is replaced by Λ samefixed . In the application metric invariance with respect to the data of the n datasets of X (={X 1 , …, X n }) means that the constraint of the factor loadings to equal sizes does not lead to an impairment of model fit:
where the subscripts samefixed and freefixed refer to Λ samefixed and Λ freefixed in corresponding order and the basic model is the congeneric model of measurement. For this investigation the χ 2 critical that marks the boundary of acceptable values has to be selected according to the requirements of the chi-square difference test.
In the application to multiple group models with contrained factor loadings Λ fixed , as for example the impurity model, diag(Φ) free has to be replaced by diag(Φ) samefree :
( 1 2 ) Furthermore, if it is the aim to establish construct-focused configural invariance, φ construct_free needs to be changed into φ construct_samefree :
Moreover, there is the possibility to investigate full configural invariance according to Equation 9 in the first step and to restrict the investigation of metric invariance in the second step to the major component, as is given by Equation 13.
Exchange Test Analysis
The Exchange Test (Schweizer, 1996) has been constructed as a computer-based measure of working memory capacity and has repeatedly been the subjects of attempts of purification or rather attempts of optimizing the representation of the construct by a confirmatory factor model. The construction of this test was mainly theory-driven and resulted into a set of rather homogeneous items. The original version of this Test includes five treatment levels that clearly differ according to their difficulty and the time necessary for completing an item. There is also a modified version that excludes the most difficult treatment level and employs graphically improved stimuli (Schreiner, Altmeyer, & Schweizer, 2012) . This modified version can be applied online.
Because of concerns regarding the purity of cognitive tests (e.g., Jensen, 1982; Miyake et al., 2000 , Van Zomeren & Brouwer, 1994 , the representation of Exchange Test data by the impurity model mentioned in the first section is recommended. This model shows the structure of a fixed-links model (FLM) that is used for the theory-guided decomposition of variances and covariances (Schweizer, 2006a (Schweizer, , 2006b (Schweizer, , 2008 and is frequently considered in combination with experimentation. It is set up on the model of the covariance matrix that is basic to confirmatory factor analysis. Furthermore, it shares the mathematical foundation with early growth curve models (McArdle, 1986 (McArdle, , 1989 (McArdle, , 2009 ) and the tau-equivalent model of measurement (Lord & Novick, 1968) that is obvious in the constraint of factor loadings. The impurity model seeks to separate the process or processes of interest that provide the genuine contribution to working memory performance from the contributions of auxiliary processes, as for example perceptual and motor processes. These auxiliary processes are necessary for completing the items but are unrelated to working memory.
There is another problem regarding cognitive measures that is increasingly attracting attention in science: the use of a variety of strategies in completing the items of a measure (e.g., Geiser, Lehmann, & Eid, 2006; Perret, Bailleux, & Dauvier, 2011; Salnaitis et al., 2011; Schweizer, 2009 ). The use of strategies can become a problem if participants are expected to follow the prescribed strategy. In completing the Exchange Test it is necessary to follow the prescribed strategy; otherwise the test does no longer represent working memory capacity. However, since there is no feedback of the outcome of a trial, the participant does not learn that the selected alternative strategy leads in most cases to an incorrect result. In order to overcome this problem, the modeling of the most likely alternative strategy that is the simplicity strategy is recommended (Schweizer, Altmeyer, Ren, & Schreiner, 2015) .
Furthermore, there is a practical problem of modeling cognitive data that is also concerning the modeling of Exchange Test data. It is the impairment of the distribution of very easy items that is known as ceiling effect. The ceiling effect does not only mean a distortion of the distribution but also a reduction of the variance (Hessling, Traxel, & Schmidt, 2004; Vogt, 2005) . Furthermore, the ceiling effect creates skewness, and skewness is considered as a source of model misfit in confirmatory factor analysis (Fan & Hancock, 2012; West, Finch, & Curran, 1995) . In order to overcome the adverse consequences of the ceiling effect on model fit, the modeling of this effect is proposed (Schweizer, 2016) . The modeling of the effect concentrates on the reduction of variance and improves the model fit regarding Exchange Test data considerably.
It is a truly complex confirmatory factor model with constrained factor loadings that is finally achieved for representing working memory capacity by means of Exchange Test data. It includes a latent variable that can be expected to provide an especially pure representation of working memory capacity.
The Present Study
The study that is reported in the following sections was conducted in order to demonstrate that construct-focused configural invariance is a useful concept for the evaluation of the psychometric quality, especially of construct validity, of a psychological measure that requires the statistical control of distorting sources that are unrelated to the construct represented by the measure but also contribute to performance. The Exchange Test was selected for this study because of its representation by a multi-dimensional model taking various sources into consideration that was developed over the years. This model included one latent variable that was expected to represent working memory capacity whereas the other latent variables represented something else. The demonstration of invariance was highly desirable for this latent variable since multiple latent variables could be suspected to show variability instead of constancy over different samples. In contrast, invariance of the other latent variables was not considered to be necessary.
Invariance was investigated with respect to three large datasets. The first dataset was collected by means of the original Exchange Test version in university students and the second dataset by means of the modified version also in university students. The third dataset originated from an internet sample. In using all available possibilities of addressing internet users, participation in this study was advertised. Internet users who agreed to participate were logged in via internet and received the modified Exchange Test version for completion.
Method
The first sample included 449 participants, the second sample 461participants and the third sample 418 participants. The third sample only included those internet users who tried all items of the Exchange Test. The mean ages of the first and second samples were 24.8 (SD=3.7) and 22.3 (SD=4.3) years of age in corresponding order. The first sample included 185 males and 264 females and the second sample 183 males and 278 females. Gender and age information was not available for the third sample since the internet users were not asked to provide this information to assure anonymity in a convincing way.
Basic data cleaning was conducted to exclude participants who did not really try to solve the items before investigating the data. Participants who were incorrect in more than 50 percent of the easiest items were eliminated since the probability of completing these items correctly was very high. Furthermore participants who committed more errors in the two easy treatment levels than in the two difficult treatment levels were excluded since the items of the two difficult treatment levels were considerably more difficult than the other ones. This cleaning reduced the first sample to 442 participants, the second one also to 442 participants and the third one to 378 participants.
The statistical investigation was conducted in two steps. The first step served the investigation of the individual datasets in order to find out how well the confirmatory factor models fitted to the individual datasets. In each case a set of four different models and, if necessary, modifications of these models served this investigation. The first model was a fixed-links model including one latent variable only. The factor loadings of the scores of the treatment levels on this latent variable were fixed to numbers according to the cognitive load that were 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the original version and 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the modified version. This model was denoted working memory model. The second model was the impurity model that additionally included the latent variable for representing impurity. The constraints for the factor loadings of the impurity latent variable were 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1 respectively 1, 1, 1 and 1. The third model was referred to as ceiling effect model since it included weights for modeling the ceiling effect characterizing the scores of the first treatment level. The weights that were computed for the three datasets varied between 0.327 and 0.362. Finally there was the model including another latent variable for representing the simplicity strategy. It was addressed as simplicity model. The loadings on the simplicity latent variable were fixed according to the numbers proposed for the original Exchange Test version that were 0.5 for the indicators of the third and fourth levels and 1.0 for the fifth level. It turned out that the switch from the original version to the modified version required a change of the constraints for the representation of the simplicity strategy. The new constraints were 0.5 for the second treatment level, 1.0 for the third treatment level and 0.5 for the fourth treatment level.
In the second step the models for the three datasets were combined in order to achieve multiple group models. These multiple group models were specified to investigate different types of construct-focused configural invariance. Furthermore, metric invariance was investigated for the configurations showing configural invariance.
Since the Exchange Test yielded scores based on the outcomes of 12 binary items for each level, these scores were treated as continuous and parameter estimation was conducted using maximum likelihood estimation in LISREL (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2006) . For the evaluation of model-data fit the following fit statistics were used: chi-square, RMSEA, SRMR, GFI, NNFI and CFI. The results were compared with the following cut-offs: RMSEA .06, SRMR .08, GFI .95, NNFI .95, CFI .95 (see DiStefano, 2016) . The comparisons of models applied to individual datasets were conducted by means of CFI and AIC. The chi-square difference test served the comparison of models with and without equality constraints.
Results
Results for the First Dataset
The fit statistics observed when applying the four models to the dataset collected by means of the original Exchange Test are presented in Table 1 . Each row provides the results for one model. The chi-square, RMSEA, SRMR and AIC results showed a decrease from the first to fourth models. In contrast, the GFI, TLI and CFI results increased. The simplicity model yielded the largest number of fit statistics indicating a good model fit (SRMR, GFI, NNFI, CFI). Furthermore, RMSEA and AIC showed the lowest values. The RMSEA value of the fourth model indicated an acceptable model fit but not a bad or good one. Apparently, the consideration of impurity, ceiling effect and simplicity strategy was necessary for achieving a good or acceptable model fit. Furthermore, from each model to the next model there was a large reduction in chi-square and an improvement of model fit according to AIC. The CFI signified a better fit for the third model over the first and second models and a better fit for the fourth model over all the other models. The modified Exchange Test led to the fit statistics that are reported in Table 2 . The results of the first row of this Table  showed the worst model fit for the working memory model; it was even worse than the results for the corresponding model of Table 1 . The consideration of impurity led to a considerable improvement of model fit, as is obvious from the second row of this Table. The inclusion of weights leading to the ceiling effect model and of the other latent variable for reaching the simplicity model both improved model fit also. The best fit was achieved for the simplicity model. Good model fit was indicated by the SRMR, GFI and CFI statistics, and the AIC reached the lowest value. The NNFI results indicated an acceptable model fit whereas the RMSEA was not good. An attempt was made to further improve the model fit by eliminating the impurity latent variable. However, it did not improve the model fit, as is obvious from the last row of this Table. While the RMSEA statistic became better, the CFI statistic worsened. The investigation of the internet data by means of the modified Exchange Test yielded the fit statistics reported in Table 3 .
The fit results for the working memory model reported in the first row were far from indicating a good model fit.
Including the impurity latent variable improved the model fit to a considerable degree and also the inclusion of the weights. However, the simplicity strategy latent variable was additionally necessary for achieving a good model fit that was an excellent fit of the model to the data. All fit statistics of this model were well below respectively above the corresponding cut-offs, and the AIC reached its lowest value. Furthermore, since the chi-square was close to the expected value, even the normed chi-square defined as ratio of chi-square and degreed of freedom was good.
In sum, in each dataset the simplicity model provided the best account of the data that were investigated. Furthermore, in each dataset the succession of models was associated with successive decreases of the chi-square. After scaling the variances of the latent variables under the assumption of average factor loadings of 0.3 (Schweizer, 2011 ) the working memory latent variable accounted for 45.3 percent of the variance at the latent level in the first dataset, for 46.3 percent in the second dataset and for 32.0 percent in the third dataset. The smallest percentage in the third dataset indicated that internet data included more systematic but irrelevant variance as data collected under standardized conditions. In order to be able to conduct multiple group analysis, the indicator of the fifth treatment level was eliminated from the models according to the original Exchange Test. The fit results obtained in invariance analysis are provided in Table 4 . The first to seventh rows give the results for the models assuming construct-focused or full configural invariance: (1) the model assuming construct-focused configural invariance with respect to the working memory latent variable of the first row; (2) the model assuming construct-focused configural invariance with respect to the working memory and impurity latent variables of the second row; (3) the model assuming construct-focused configural invariance with respect to the working memory and impurity latent variables of the third row whereat the latter was restricted to the second and third dataset; (4) the model assuming construct-focused configural invariance with respect to the working memory and simplicity latent variables of the fourth row; (5) the model assuming construct-focused configural invariance with respect to the working memory and simplicity latent variables of the fifth row whereat the latter was restricted to the second and third dataset; (6) the model assuming full configural invariance of the sixth row; (7) the model assuming full configural invariance that was, however, only partial with respect to the impurity and simplicity latent variables of the seventh row. All SRMR, GFI, NNFI and CFI statistics reported for these models indicated a good model fit. Only the RMSEA statistics did not reach the cut-offs but signified an acceptable degree of model fit. The model assuming construct-focused configural invariance with respect to the working memory and simplicity latent variables (4) showed the best fit according to the combination of CFI and AIC.
The investigation of metric invariance required the comparison of the models with equality constraints with the model that showed no equality constraint. The fit results for the model with no equality constraint are included in the last row of 1 The equality constraint is restricted to the second and third dataset.
Discussion
Measurement invariance is an important concept that is especially useful for extending the structural validity of a measure to a set of samples or groups whereat the groups may refer to different populations. It has been developed on the basis of the congeneric model of measurement. However, the focus on the congeneric model of measurement prevents the application to measures that require multi-dimensional models of measurement with constrained discriminability to achieve the statistical control of sources giving rise to irrelevant systematic variance. The extension of the concept of measurement invariance to such models requires some modifications. These modifications must bring about the concentration of invariance analysis on the essential part of a model of measurement. It means the replacement of full configural invariance by construct-focused configural invariance. In a way this replacement means the return to the original aim of invariance analysis since invariance analysis on the basis of the congeneric model is always intended to concentrate on the essential part of a measure.
multi-dimensional models with constrained discriminability and statistical control of irrelevant systematic variance is demonstrated. The results even seem to indicate that the Exchange Test data show full configural and metric invariance. However, in evaluating the results it must be taken into consideration that there has been a change of the representation of the simplicity strategy in modeling the data obtained by the modified version of Exchange Test as compared to the original version. The change from the original to modified versions is not expected to cause an alteration of the representation of working memory capacity by means of Exchange Test. But the switch from the original to modified version may exert an influence on the selection of alternative strategies in completing the items if participants deviate from the prescribed strategy. Furthermore, there were indications that the auxiliary processes contributed differently to performance in the measurement with the original and modified versions of Exchange Test. These observations give reason for calling full configural and metric invariance into question. In contrast, there is reason to expect construct-focused invariances, and the results provide evidence in favor of the expectation.
